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Abstract—India’s economy and employment are heavily reliant on agriculture. The most common 

problem faced by farmers of India today is their inability to select an ideal crop that depends upon the 

characteristics of region and past yields where they live. It therefore faces a large drop in terms of 

productivity. The administration has not explored agricultural statistics and projections to the extent 

necessary to fully understand their significance. The article introduces a portable, intelligent tool that 

uses machine learning techniques to assist farmers in selecting the best crops based on local climatic 

and soil conditions as well as other geographical characteristics. The sources available to farmers to 

answer all of their questions on seeds, fertilisers, market circumstances, storage  facilities, government 

programmes, etc. are insufficient. A chatbot that employs the Deep Learning approach gives the 

farmers relatively easy access to this data analysis. In order to facilitate farmer contact, it is helpful to 

provide response to the input queries addressing the agricultural setting in audio format. If the system 

is unable to respond in any way, the inquiries are forwarded to helpline centres. The system's main 

function is to serve as a convenient and virtual helper for farmers all year long. It enables them to 

remain vigilant about every element that can affect agricultural productivity and revenue. Several 

machine learning algorithms that are built around the data set are used to generate the responses. Even 

though the system's primary goal is to support farmers more, anyone else who uses it, including 

children, can utilise it to gain help with all tasks associated with agriculture. 

Keywords—Machine Learning, Deep Learning, K-Nearest Neighbour (KNN), Crop suggestion, Chatbot, 

Assistant, Agricultural Statistics, Application Programming Interface. 

 

Introduction — The primary industry for employment is agriculture in many regions of the world. 

However, because they reside in rural areas, many farmers continue to be less informed. Field officers 

often interact with farmers in the communities and visit the fields to provide training and advice on 

the most appropriate farming techniques and farming elements [2][4]. In the present state of affairs, 

the government is collecting data in its raw form about rainfall and crop production but this data is not 

of any use to the customer, mainly who are farmers. It can be useful to the farmers if and only if the 

collection of raw data is standardized, analyzed, and then fed to the system that will provide the 

relational trends to them. Day by day, technology in the field of farming is expanding. Also, at the 

same time to educate the farmers about this technology, a large number of software are developed too. 

Most software provide stable farming information, require a large number of search steps and keen 

observation to get accurate facts, and do not provide an intercommunicating cross-questioning 

method. The proposed method gets over the aforementioned drawbacks by communicating properly 

with smoother transitions to get the desired result. [1][2]. This system, Farm-assist, is a virtual 

assistant that gives farmers a very practical and transportable instrument that might perform both of 

these tasks, namely, help them with farming techniques and recommend the best crop according to the 

given conditions, which will help them. in deciding what sort of crops can be grown to maximize 

yield in an efficient way. An application is designed and developed that includes a user interface for 

the farmers from certain places . The UI includes many features like weather forecast,  

recommendations on crops, doubt fields and Kisan help centres. It also provides a special local 
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language selection feature that allows local people who are very less exposed to mobile chatting and 

technology to interact with the chatbot. 

 

 
View of the system in Fig. 1. 

 

 

Beginning with collecting data, compiling data, feeding the data into a database and modeling that 

datawith different kinds of algorithms to recommend the best crops to farmers, we will discuss the 

flow of data through the system. 

 

The system flow design for the entire project is depicted in Figure 2. We outline all the different types 

of parameters that are taken into account when the system is programmed to recommend the best 

crops.Then, data is  processed using various machine learning techniques to train the system. 

 

 

Fig. 2. System des ign flow chart 

 
     I. LITERATURE SURVEY 

In this area, numerous analysis investigations are carried out. According to the rule selection 

methodology, they are distinguished from one another. For the project, the following literature was 

documented: 

 In [1], the problem of Indian farmers’ optimal crop selection for soil quality is addressed. 

Recommend systems have been developed by using various classification algorithms [11]. 

Hence, the system is operated via a graphical user interface. 

 Exactitude farming's evolution and modelling are discussed in [2]. This system's primary goal is 

to directly inform farmers via mails or emails about various advising initiatives [12].  

 In order to determine which algorithm is best for estimating the yield of different crops in 

Precision Agriculture, numerous algorithms are compared in [3]. The main dataset used to test 

each method is a multi-year set of soy bean cultivated data.The comparison algorithm used here 

includes Random Forest, SVM(support vector machine), Decision Tree with  various other 

algorithms [13]. 

 Farm-assist is a chatbot in [4], i.e., a virtually designed assistant that makes it simple for 

consumers to clarify their queries. The user's input is obtained. If, in any case, the query is based 

on forecasts, the user will see a graphic representation of the future forecasts for the requested 

agricultural commodities. 

 A crop forecasting system which was automated was developed by BRAC University [5].Before 
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farmers start the cultivating or growing procedure, the Android-based app recommends the most 

productive crops based on their land area. The profitability parameter completely covers the 

framework of the most efficient prompt crop [14]. Currently, the full system is being deployed 

for different Bangladeshi areas. 

 In [1], a "no" response is returned by default if, in any case, the test case does not match with any 

keywords. According to [2], the concept is especially intended for regions like Kerala, where the 

average farm size is significantly smaller compared to any other Indian states. 

 According to [5], the biggest drawback of the whole system created here was that it was solely 

built for the Android platform, meaning that users of Windows, iOS or any such system users 

might be unable to use it [15]. 
 

II. DATA COLLECTION AND DATASETS 

     1. Factors influencing the establishment of farming 

a.) Effect of Rainfall– Rain is the primary source of agricultural energy in Maharashtra. As a 

result, precipitation has a big impact on the harvest. 

b.) Effect of Temperature – A number of factors of crop growth are impacted by temperature. 

The ability of the plant to undertake photosynthesis and transfer water can change with low 

temperatures, whilst mineral enrichment, shoot growth, as well as pollen production are all 

negatively impacted by high temperatures. All of these elements influence crop yield either 

directly or indirectly. 

2. Factors affecting the profitability of a crop 

a.) Area under cultivation – The harvested output per unit of harvested area is used to determine 

crop yields. Therefore, whether a crop will turn out to be beneficial for the farmer depends 

on the harvested area. 

b.) The Previous crop yield  – To investigate seasonal variability and fluctuations in agricultural 

output for each season, historical data are needed. 

3. Data Collection 

a.) Crop statistics data - The website https://data.gov.in/catalog/district-wise-season-wise-crop-

production-statistics was used to gather information for the previous year's crop statistics. It 

all revolves around the well- known platform of India, OGD (open government data) . For 

benefitting the general public, On the website, data sets, services, and apps are published by 

departments of the Indian government and their organisations. It contains information from 

1997 to 2014. [5] [6] [10]. Screenshots from a database including data on district-level crop 

yield for several regions of Maharashtra are exhibited in Fig. 3.  

b.) Rainfall Data: The website maharain.gov.in has provided data on rainfall in different parts of 

Maharashtra. The Department of Agriculture in Maharashtra is responsible for the web 

portal. In order to monitor daily rainfall at the divisional, district, and circle levels, it was 

first introduced in 1998. It contains information from 1997 to 2016. 

4. Data Preprocessing 

Before supplying raw data to the algorithm, a technique known as data preparation is utilized to 

transform it into a desirable and intelligible format. Data that is collected from the real world 

frequently have missing numbers, mistakes, and inconsistencies. 

 
Fig. 3. Data set of past-year crop statistics 
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The actions that are taken during data preprocessing are as follows: 

a. Missing Values: The occurence of the categorical categories, averaging the data points, and 

other techniques can all be used to analyse missing values in data. 

b. Data Normalisation: It is vital to normalise the data in order to prevent this from happening 

when the attributes in the data have different scales, as some features with a wider range may 

have a greater impact on the prediction. It is beneficial for distance-based prediction 

algorithms like K-Nearest Neighbors. 

 
III. ALGORITHM AND IMPLEMENTATION 

The following algorithms used in forecasting crops are : 

1. KNN: K-nearest neighbor algorithm  

 a.) KNN algorithm - In comparison to other algorithms, K Nearest Neighbor is the most popular. The 

testing step makes use of all the training data that is stored. It classifies recent testing data using a 

measure of similarity with a distance function. It makes use of the K, or nearest neighbours, statistic. 

According to Fig. 4, the method locates the new point's closest neighbour and if somehow the class of 

the newly added  point needs to be identified, gives its label to it and k’s value is equivalent to 1. If 

value of k is greater than 1, them label is chosen by majority vote from its k neighbours, who then 

determine the k closest neighbours. To determine which point is the nearest to the other, the distance 

between them is computed using various distance formulas, including the euclidean distance and 

minkowski distance and many such other formulaes [19] [20] [21] [22]. 

b.) Modelling – K’s value affects how accurate the model is. Because it catches the local points, the 

risk of overfitting grows as the value of k lowers. This will result in a high training accuracy but a low 

testing accuracy. If value of k increases and gets closer to the total no. of data points, the designed 

model will be underfitted since everything will be expected to belong to the one class that makes up 

the majority of the dataset [16] [17] [18]. 

 

 
Fig. 4. KNN 

 

2. Decision Tree  

a.) A decision tree's operation: An approach for supervised machine learning called a decision tree is 

frequently employed for classification issues. Both categorical and continuous input variables can be 

used with it. This uses a significant splitter to divide the samples into homogeneous groupings. We 

adopt a categorical variable decision tree since our goal variable, the crop to be predicted, has a 

categorial value [14][15]. 

 2) Splitting strategy: Entropy is the method employed in the splitting process. It refers to how 

disorganized a system is. The sample is said to be entirely homogenous if its entropy is zero, and it 

has an entropy of one if it is evenly divided. The formula below can be used to find out the entropy:-  

Entropy = −plog2p − qlog2q  

Here, the node's chances of success and failure are denoted by p and q, respectively. The decision tree 

is modeled in accordance with the split that has the lowest entropy. The performance of the model 

improves with decreasing entropy [15]. 

The dataset's total sample count is represented by the root node in Fig. 5, which is then further 

subdivided into homogenous sets. The algorithm separates the samples into further sub-nodes after 
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determining the most significant variable. Decision nodes are sub-nodes that divide into other sub-

nodes. The nodes that cannot split are known as terminal nodes [14] [15] [23]. 

3)Modelling: Overfitting is often a problem for decision trees. Coaching accuracy would be 100% if 

the decision tree modelling settings are unrestricted. This might happen because it makes a leaf for 

each observation. However, the testing accuracy in such modelling is poor. It is necessary to take the 

following actions to prevent overfitting: 

1) Limiting the size of trees 

2) Pruning trees 

Fig. 5. Decision Tree terminologies  

 

3.  Random Forest Algorithm  

a.) Working of Random Forest - Like Decision Tree, which grows many trees, Random Forest is 

also a supervised machine learning technique. Each tree inside this scenario will produce a single 

class and forest chooses the class with majority votes. [16]. 

 

  It functions in the following manner –  

 If there are "N" instances in the training set, then the sample ‘N’ instances is chosen randomly 

(with replacement). This will serve as the tree's training set [16]. 

 Assuming that there exists "M" input variables, "a" variables are then randomly chosen from 

M in such a way that  "a" variable is smaller than M variable. The node is thought to be split 

using best split [16]. 

 Without any pruning, each tree is allowed to reach its full potential. 

 Assemble or combine the forecasts of the n parent trees to forecast new test data [16]. The 

majority vote is used for categorization, whereas the average is used for regression, as 

demonstrated in fig.6. 

 

 

 

Fig. 6. Random Forest 

 

IV. RESULT ANALYSIS 

Both algorithms' outputs have been evaluated and set apart from one another. Table of results 

summarises the training and testing accuracies produced by the various algorithms. The  
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following topics further highlighted by an evaluation of the algorithms and respective results are : 

1) KNN –  

• Large training data yields effective results. 

• Label encoding required(in case of categorical values). 

• Estimation of K’s value. 

• Expensive computation owing to distance calculations for each test result. 

 

Used: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2) Decision Tree –  

• Depiction by graph is highly intuitive. 

• It requires minimal data cleaning and can handle categories and numerical variables.  

 Missing values can also be handled by it. 

• If no parameters are constrained, it may result in overfitting. 

 

Used: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3) Random Forest Algorithm – 

 • Able to handle massive, higher-dimensional data sets. 

 • Fills up the gaps in the data while maintaining accuracy. 

 • For statistical modellers, comparable to    

   a black box method (lesser control over  

   other parameters) 

 

#import KNNClassifier 

from sklearn.neigbors  
import KNeighborsClassifier 
from sklearn import metrics 
 
#Fit data 
Classifier = 
KNeighborsClassifier(n_neighbors=
5, metric='minkowski', p=2 )   
classifier.fit(x_train, y_train) 
 

#import RandomForestClassifier 

       from sklearn.ensemble                  
        import RandomForestClassifier 
         

 #Fit the data 
        classifier_rf.fit(X_train, y_train) 
 

#import DecisionTreeClassifier 

from sklearn.tree  
import DecisionTreeClassifier 
 
#Fit the data 
clf = tree.DecisionTreeRegressor() 
clf = clf.fit(X, y) 
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Used: 

   

TABLE OF RESULTS 

ANALYSIS OF THE ALGORITHMS 
Algorithm Accuracy -

Training  

Accuracy - 

Testing  

  1.KNN 71% 72.5% 

  2.Decision  

Tree 

98.9% 75.1% 

  3.Random 

Forest 

99% 78% 

 

 

 
 

V. CONCLUSION 

The main goal of the entire project was to give farmers a virtual farming assistant that can engage 

with them and speak with them. Even in the age of digital disruptions, farmers continue to face many 

difficulties. The software was created specifically to assist farmers with all the nuances of farming 

and make it very farmer-oriented. Farm-assist not just allows farmers get the best recommendations in 

crops, but also helps them take good care for their crops and store them to lengthen their shelf life, 

and locate the best prices for trading their commodities in neighbouring marketplaces, all of which 

have a beneficial economic impact. 
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